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We propose an effective scheme for realizing a Jaynes-Cummings (J-C) model with the collective
nitrogen-vacancy center ensembles (NVE) bosonic modes in a hybrid system. Specifically, the con-
trollable transmon qubit can alternatively interact with one of the two NVEs, which results in the
production of N particle entangled states. Arbitrary N particle entangled states, NOON states,
N-dimensional entangled states and entangled coherent states are demonstrated. Realistic imper-
fections and decoherence effects are analyzed via numerical simulation. Since no cavity photons or
excited levels of the NV center are populated during the whole process, our scheme is insensitive
to cavity decay and the spin dephasing effect of NVE. The idea provides a scalable way to realize
NVEs-circuit cavity quantum information processing with current technology.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Xp,03.65.Vf,42.50.Dv,42.50.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the advantages of the cavity or circuit QED systems [1–6], the hybrid systems have attracted
much attention for quantum information applications. For example, the composite system consisting of a NVE, a
superconducting microstrip (SCM) cavity and a transmon qubit, has emerged as one of excellent candidates for the
construction of solid-state quantum information processor [7–9]. In the low-excitation limit, the collective excitations
of a NVE behave as bosonic modes. What’s more, the collectively enhanced magnetic dipole interaction will result in
obtaining appreciable coupling strength, which has been proven in recent experiments [10–12].
The question of creating an arbitrary quantum state of a cavity field or atoms (ion, NV centers) has been discussed
in these papers [13–18]. The method proposed by Law and Eberly [13] was using a two-channel approach. In their
scheme, a controllable coupling strength between atom-cavity and a driving classical field with an adjustable amplitude
have been used. Based on Law and Eberly’s work, Strauch et al [14] have presented a method to synthesize an arbitrary
quantum state of two superconducting resonators using a control qubit. They used the photon-number-dependent
Stark shift to achieve selectively manipulations of the quantum system. Yang et. al. [15] have presented a scheme to
engineer a two-mode squeezed state of effective bosonic modes. The collective excitations of two distant NVEs were
coupled to separated transmission line resonators (TLRs). By engineering NVE-TLR magnetic coupling with Raman
transition between the ground levels of the NVEs, they may manipulate the artificial reservoir by tuning the external
driving fields. Recently, Li et. al. [16] have proposed a scheme for a coherent quantum microwave-optical interface
mediated by an NV center ensemble. Quantum state conversion can realized using the collective spin excitation modes.
Up to now, Fock states[19, 20], Schro¨dinger cat state [21] and entangled coherent states [22] have been produced in
cavity or circuit QED experiments.
Motivated by these works above, we propose a scheme to engineer arbitrary entangled states of two distant NVEs
coupled to a SCM with a tunable quantum qubit. Meanwhile, based on the same model, multi-dimensional entangled
state, NOON state and entangled coherent states of NVEs are also produced. In this scheme, we add a driving
microwave or magnetic field with an adjustable amplitude [13], to control a suitable dispersive interaction. Treating
the collective NVEs spin as a bosonic mode, we set up an effective J-C model [23]. What’s more, a resonant J-C model
can be switched to a non-resonant J-C model by tuning the Rabi frequency of the microwave or magnetic field. In
contrast to the previous schemes, the present approach has the following merits: (i) We can realize arbitrary control
of entanglement between two NVEs by selective manipulation of the control qubit. (ii) The cavity field would not be
excited during the whole process because the interaction is a virtual-photon process. In other words, our model works
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) The experimental setup for arbitrary controlling of entanglement between two NVEs coupling to
superconducting circuit qubit in a SCM cavity with d ∼ 10µm and L ∼ 1cm. The length of the orange lines indicates the
strength of the cavity-mode electric field. The blue lines that encircle the center conductor depict the magnetic field lines at the
locations where their strength is maximum. The presence of a transmon qubit at an electric-field maximum ensures that the
cavity has a large nonlinearity. The NVE of a diamond crystal trapped ∼ 10µm above the cavity structure. (b) Configurations
of the transmon qubit and the NV level structure and relevant transitions.
well in the bad-cavity limit, which makes it more applicable to current laboratory techniques. (iii) More importantly,
our idea can be generalized to generate entangled states for two or more NVEs, providing a potentially practical tool
for large-scale one-way quantum computation.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND EFFECTIVE DYNAMICS
The basic idea of this work is illustrated by the schematic setup shown in Fig. 1. Two NVEs (denoted 1 and 2) with
different frequencies are coupled to a tunable superconducting circuit qubit in a SCM cavity. The SCM cavity with
frequency ωc, serves as a quantum bus, which is electrostatically coupled to the control qubit and magnetically coupled
to the NVEs. The NVE consists of ∼ 1012 negatively changed NV color centers in a diamond crystal. The ground
state of NV center is a spin triplet, which labeled as 3A. There is a zero-field splitting (2.88GHz) between the state
|0〉 (ms = 0) and |±1〉(ms = ±1) for the spin-spin interaction [24]. We consider the ground state |ms = 0〉 = |0〉NV
and the excited state |ms = ±1〉 = |1〉NV , with the corresponding transition energy ~ωNV . The tunable qubit is a
transmon qubit, with the ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉, which are separated by level energy ~ωT . The qubit is
coupled to a nonlinear resonator which is used to read out its state or apply a driving microwave, as in related circuit
QED experiments [25]. Through the nonlinear resonator, the qubit is driven by a microwave field with Rabi frequency
Ω(t) and frequency ωd. The transmon qubit is introduced at an electric field maximum of the superconducting
cavity. In contrast, each of the NVEs is separately placed at the corresponding locations where the magnetic field is
maximum. As the collective enhanced couplings are employed, here we introduce gm =
√
1
N
∑N
i=1 |gim(ri)|2 to denote
the average magnetic dipole coupling strength for each spin to the cavity, and the collective spin coupling strength
geff =
√
Ngm, where N is the number of spins [26]. The presence of random local strain may inhomogeneously
broaden the transition frequencies. The corresponding random shifts are δim = ∆
i
m − ∆m, where ∆m = ωNV − ωc
is the average detunings. In the frame rotating with the cavity frequency ωc, and considering the detunings for the
related transitions ∆T = ωT − ωc, ∆d = ωT − ωd, the Hamiltonian of the combined system is given by (~ = 1)
3H = [gcσegace
i∆T t +Ω(t)σege
i∆dt (1)
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j=1,2
gmjσ
+
ij
ace
i∆mj t] +H.c. (2)
where j = 1, 2 denotes NVE 1 or 2. σeg = |e〉〈g| and σ+ij = |1〉NVj 〈0| denote the raising operator of the transmon
qubit (NV center). ac is the annihilation operator of the superconducting cavity mode. gc denotes the electric dipole
coupling strength of the transmon qubit to the cavity mode. Under the condition |∆T |, |∆d| ≫ |gc|, |Ω(t)|, the classical
field and the cavity field induce Stark shift. In the case |∆mj | ≫ |gmj
√
N |, the dispersive interaction between NVEs
and cavity field leads to the Stark shift and dipole coupling for the NV centers. For the large dunting, we can ignore
the inhomogeneous broadening of the transition frequencies in the following. If the cavity field initially is in the
vacuum state, the photon number will remain zero during the whole process. The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as
[27],
H = (
2Ω2(t)
∆d
+
g2c
∆T
)Sz +
N∑
i,k=1
∑
j=1,2
g2mj
∆mj
σ+ijσ
−
kj
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j=1,2
gmjgc
2
(
1
∆mj
+
1
∆T
)(σ+ijσgee
−iξjt + σ−ijσege
iξjt),
(3)
where Sz = (|e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|)/2 and the constant energy (g2c/2∆T )(|e〉〈e| + |g〉〈g|) has been discarded. Introducing
a collective operator b+ = 1/
√
N
∑N
i=1 σ
+
i , in the low excitation limit, where almost all NV centers are in the
ground state, the operator b+ and b obey approximately bosonic commutation relations [b, b+] = 1. In this case∑N
i,j=1 σ
+
i σ
−
j = Nb
+b, so a NVE can be considered as an effective bosonic mode. Considering ∆T = ∆d = ∆, the
Eq. (2) can be reduced to an effective J-C model, which denotes the interaction between a two-level qubit and two
bosonic modes. The effective Hamiltonian is given by
Heff = ωz(t)Sz + ωb1b
+
1 b1 + ωb2b
+
2 b2
+G1(σgeb
+
1 + σegb1) +G2(σgeb
+
2 + σegb2). (4)
where ωz(t) = 2Ω
2
(t)/∆ + g
2
c/∆ and ωbj = g
2
mjN/∆mj . Gj =
√
Ngmjgc/∆mj corresponds to the effective coupling
strength. Changing the detunings ∆mj and the Rabi frequency Ω, we can dynamically control ωz(t). These effective
couplings Gj and the scaled frequency ωbj can be dynamically controlled by the detunings ∆mj .
In order to validate the feasibility of the above physical model, we perform a direct numerical simulation the
Schro¨dinger equation with the full Hamiltonian and the effective Hamiltonian. For simplicity, the interaction of
one NVE, a transmon qubit, and a cavity is considered. Setting the parameters G1 = G, G2 = 0, gm1 = gc/
√
N ,
gc = 10G, Ω = G, N ∼ 1012 and ∆ = 100G, we can satisfy the resonant condition ωz(t) ≈ ωb1 = G. In the following
simulation, we calculate the temporal evolution of the system with the initial state |e〉|0〉NVE |0〉c. We plot the time-
dependent populations ρ(t) = |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)| of the basic states |e〉|0〉NV E1|0〉NVE2|0〉c (P1) and |g〉|1〉NVE1|0〉NVE2|0〉c
(P2) governed by the full Hamiltonian (red lines) and the effective Hamiltonian (blue lines). Fig. 2 shows that the
effective and full dynamics exhibit excellent agreement whether the ∆ is equal to 100G or 200G, and the larger ∆ gets
a better result. However, the deviation decrease is at the cost of the long evolution time. Eventually, the simulation
result of full Hamiltonian is almost the same as that of the effective Hamiltonian when ∆ = 200G. Thus, the above
approximation for the Hamiltonian is reliable as long as ∆ is large enough.
Choosing the microwave pulse to satisfy ωz(t) = ωbj (j=1 or 2), which the qubit frequency is between two operating
points, the control qubit is resonantly coupling with one NVEs bosonic mode (turn on the coupling G1), meanwhile
well off-resonance with the other one (G2 = 0). In this case, the transition is given by
|e〉|n1〉|n2〉 → e−iωb1 t[cos(G1
√
n1 + 1t)|e〉|n1〉 − i sin(G1
√
n1 + 1t)|g〉|n1 + 1〉]|n2〉,
|g〉|n1 + 1〉|n2〉 → e−iωb1 t[cos(G1
√
n1 + 1t)|g〉|n1 + 1〉 − i sin(G1
√
n1 + 1t)|e〉|n1〉]|n2〉, (5)
where |n〉 denotes the Fock state for the collective NVEs spin. The system will oscillate between |e〉|n1〉|n2〉 and the
state |g〉|n1+1〉|n2〉 at an angular frequency G1
√
n1 + 1. The dynamics provides a way to realizing various interesting
phenomena in this hybrid system.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The populations of the basic states |e〉|01〉|02〉|0〉c (P1) and |g〉|11〉|02〉|0〉c (P2) governed by the full
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) (red lines) and the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) (blue lines). Parameters: G1 =
√
Ngm1gc/∆ = G,
G2 = 0, gm1 = gc/
√
N , gc = 10G, Ω = G, N ∼ 1012, (a) ∆ = 100G, (b) ∆ = 200G.
FIG. 3: (Color online) The swap spectrum between qubit and one NVE in scaled detuning-interaction time plane. The qubit
detuning can be adjusted [25], here, δ = (ωz(t) − ωb1)/G, G1 = G, G2 = 0. Considering the cases in according to the qubit
different scaled relaxation rate Γ/G, (a) Γ/G = 0, (b) Γ/G = 0.01, (c) Γ/G = 0.05, (d) Γ/G = 0.1.
To control this system, we modify the time-dependent qubit frequency ωz(t). For instance, changing the frequency
and intensity of the shift pulse causes the NVEs and the qubit to be tuned in and out of resonance with each other. We
can pump photons one at a time into the NVE by repeatedly exciting the detuned qubit from |g〉 to |e〉 using a qubit
microwave pi-pulse, followed by a controlled-time, on-resonance photon swap. The swap spectrum [28] between qubit
and one NVE in scaled detuning-interaction time plane is shown in Fig. 3. The qubit detuning is δ = (ωz(t)−ωb1)/G.
Here, we consider the qubit different scaled relaxation rate Γ/G. As a result, the effective coupling between NVEs and
the qubit may be turned on and off. By performing a sequence of microwave pulses, the transmon qubit alternately
resonantly interacts with two NVEs. Quanta can be created and transferred between the qubit and the two NVEs.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Schematic set of operations to generate an arbitrary state of two NV center ensembles. In this Fock-
state diagram, the state |q, n1, n2〉 is represented by the node at location (n1, n2), where q is control qubit state( q=e or g).
Interactions lead to couplings between these states, indicated by the arrows. Three key interactions are used: U1 transfers
quanta between the qubit and NVEs 1 (solid lines), U2 transfers quanta between the qubit and NVEs 2 (dashed lines), and R
(curved arrows) rotates the qubit.
III. ARBITRARY ENTANGLED STATES
A corresponding algorithm for the synthesis of an arbitrary quantum state of two NVEs is described as
|ψ〉 =
N1∑
n1=0
N2∑
n2=0
cn1,n2 |n1, n2〉. (6)
where |n1, n2〉 is Fock states of collective bosonic mode of two NVEs.
Now we use the physics model above to generate arbitrary entangled states for two NVEs |n1, n2〉, whereas this
mechanism applying in the synthesize an arbitrary quantum state of two superconducting resonators [14]. For def-
initeness, the system state denotes |q, n1, n2〉 (where the qubit state is q=e or g). The resonant interaction of the
qubit with each NVE leads to creating Fock states based on the Heff in Eq. (3). These resonant interactions are
efficient and fast so that the interaction time is so short to prevent the decoherence. However, in order to generate an
arbitrary quantum state of two NVEs, an independent state-selective qubit rotation is required. How to address the
qubit between the resonant interactions is an important problem. To answer this question, a driving microwave pulse
(Rabi frequency Ωs) can be used to make the photon-number-dependent Stark shift take effect [29, 30]. This implies
that in the dispersive regime,the transmon qubit will undergo Rabi oscillations from |g, nb1 , nb2〉 → |e, nb1 , nb2〉. To
make this process happen, the frequency of the driving microwave satisfies
ωs = ωz(t) +
G1
2
δ1
(2nb1 + 1) +
G2
2
δ2
(2nb2 + 1), (7)
where δ1 = ωz(t) − ωb1 and δ2 = ωz(t) − ωb2 . We set λ = G12/δ1 = −G22/δ2, which can always be achieved for the
transmon qubit with a tunable frequency ωz(t) by applying the ”shift” pulses ωd. To avoid nonresonant transitions,
we assume |Ωs| < λ and ωb1 < ωz(t) < ωb2. So we can simplify the frequencies of the driving microwave
ωn = ωz(t) + 2λ∆n, (8)
where ∆n = nb1 − nb2 is an integer. By choosing different values of ωn, we can address each of the qubits between
the resonant interactions.
Assuming that the control qubit is in the ground state and the collective modes of NVEs are in the vacuum states,
the initial state of the system is
|ψ0〉 = |g, 0, 0〉. (9)
6Our goal is to force the system to evolve into a final state of the form
|ψ(t)〉 =
N1∑
n1=0
N2∑
n2=0
cn1,n2 |g, n1, n2〉. (10)
The time evolution operator of the system can be expressed as a product of evolution operators associated with the
time intervals, which is accomplished by the following sequence of operations:
U(t) = [
N2∏
j=1
(
N1∏
k=0
U2,jkR2,jk)]
N1∏
j=1
U1,jR1,j , (11)
where U1,j and U2,j describe the evolution due to resonantly interaction between the NVEs and the qubit, corre-
sponding to Eq. (4). The microwave Ωs turns off when U1,j and U2,j do work. R1,j and R2,j describe the evolution
due to the single-qubit rotations, which use the Stark-shifted Rabi pulses. R|ψ(t)〉 =
∑N1
n1=0
∑N2
n2=0
rq,n1,n2 |g, n1, n2〉.
If the collective bosonic modes in different NVEs satisfy n1 − n2 = ∆n, the factors rq,n1,n2 are
re,n1,n2 = e
−iα cos(Ωst)ce,n1,n2 − ie−iβ sin(Ωst)cg,n1,n2
rg,n1,n2 = e
iα cos(Ωst)cg,n1,n2 − ieiβ sin(Ωst)ce,n1,n2 . (12)
While n1 − n2 6= ∆n, rq,n1,n2 = eiφqcq,n1,n2 .
To determine the precise sequence of operations for a given state |ψ(t)〉, one solves the equation of inverse evolution,
|g, 0, 0〉 = U †(t)|ψ(t)〉
=
N1∏
j=1
R†1,jU
†
1,j[
N2∏
j=1
(
N1∏
k=0
R†2,jk)U
†
2,jk]|ψ(t)〉. (13)
Each step of the sequence in the right side of Eq. (12) can remove bosonic exciton successively from the state |ψ(t)〉
until all the excitons are exhausted. In the Fock-state diagram as shown in Fig. 4, R†2,jkU
†
2,jk acts on |ψ(t)〉, and moves
the system along the vertical paths. All populations in |g, nk, nj〉 and |e, nk, nj−1〉 are transferred to |g, nk, nj−1〉.
After all the excitons have been removed from the columns in row j, the sequence repeats for j − 1. The step will
not stop until the exciton of NVE 2 bosonic mode is zero, and then the system state is |g, nk, 0〉. Once there, the
R†1,jU
†
1,j sequence moves population along the horizontal paths to |g, 0, 0〉. By counting the number of operations in
U , we find that the general sequence requires N1 U
†
1,j unitary, (N1 + 1)N2 U
†
2,j unitary, and about (N1 + 1)(N2 + 1)
Rabi pulses. So the total interaction time is approximately given by
tmax = (N1 + 1)(N2 + 1)
pi
Ωs
+
pi
G1
N1∑
j=1
1√
j
+ (N1 + 1)
pi
G2
N2∑
j=1
1√
j
(14)
After the preparation, we analyse the NVEs states using Wigner tomography [31]. The Wigner tomography can
map out the Wigner quasiprobability distribution W (α) as a function of the phase space amplitude α of the NVEs.
The Wigner function W (α) and density matrix ρ are related via the trace
W (α) =
2
pi
Tr[ρD(α)eipia
+aD(−α)] (15)
For simplicity, here, we assume the NVEs bosonic mode n1 = n2. The Wigner function for the coherent superposition
states |1〉, |0〉 + |1〉, |0〉 + |2〉 are shown in Fig. 5. The Wigner function of |1〉 has one zero-crossing and is radially
symmetric, which is as close to a δ function. The Wigner function for the coherent superposition states |0〉 + |1〉 is
asymmetric, while the same function for |0〉+ |2〉 is centrosymmetric.
In the following, we will demonstrate how to produce some types NVEs entangled states using the method above.
For simplicity, we discard the phase factor of the state during the time evolution.
A. NOON State of NVEs
The maximally entangled N photon state is described as
|ψ〉 = 1√
N + 1
N∑
k=0
|k,N − k〉, (16)
7FIG. 5: (Color online) The Wigner function encodes information about the amplitudes and coherences of quantum states. For
example, we choose (a) the Fock state |1〉, (b) the coherent superposition states |0〉+ |1〉, (c) the coherent superposition states
|0〉 + |2〉.
and the NOON state is in the from [32]
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|N1, 0〉+ |0, N2〉). (17)
The state with the latter form has an advantage in its sensitivity for optical interferometry over a coherent state and
can achieve the Heisenberg limit of 1/N in an accuracy of phase measurement.
In order to generate NOON state of two NVEs, the NVEs collective modes are initially prepared in vacuum states,
and then we apply a Rabi pulse resonant with the control qubit. When the time is chosen as Ωst = pi, the qubit
is prepared in the state |e〉. Secondly, after the Rabi pulse has been turned off, a controllable shift pulse should be
applied via the nonlinear element. In this action, Ω and ∆d are chosen to satisfy ωz(t) = ωb1. The resonant interaction
between NVEs 1 and transmon qubit is fast. Meanwhile, the detuning between the qubit and the NVEs 2 is large (
G2 = 0), so we can consider the NVEs 2 has no effect during the interaction in this step.
After an interaction time t11, the system evolves into the state
|ψ(t11)〉 = cosG1t11|e〉|0, 0〉 − i sinG1t11|g〉|1, 0〉. (18)
Then we apply a different shift pulse to the transmon qubit, which brings a resonantly coupling between the qubit
and the NVEs 2 (turn on G2), while the detuning between the qubit and the NVEs 1 is large (turn off G1). After an
8interaction time t12, the system evolves into the state
|ψ(t12)〉 = cosG1t11(cosG2t12|e〉|0, 0〉
−i sinG2t12|g〉|0, 1〉)− i sinG1t11|g〉|1, 0〉.
(19)
Choosing the interaction time to satisfy G2t
1
2 = pi/2, the system state is given by
|ψ(t12)〉 = −i cosG1t11|g〉|0, 1〉 − i sinG1t11|g〉|1, 0〉. (20)
After applying a Rabi pulse with the pulse time Ωst = pi, the qubit is prepared in the excited state |e〉. Turning off
the Rabi pulse and adding a shift pulse, the qubit will resonantly interact with the NVEs 1. After an interaction time
t21, the system evolves into the state
|ψ(t21)〉 = −i[cosG1t11(cosG1t21|e〉|0, 1〉
−i sinG1t21|g〉|1, 1〉) + sinG1t11(cos
√
2G1t
2
1|e〉|1, 0〉
−i sin
√
2G1t
2
1|g〉|2, 0〉)], (21)
If the interaction time is chosen as cos
√
2G1t
2
1 = sinG1t
2
1 = 0, the system is on the state
|ψ(t21)〉 = −i(cosG1t11|e〉|0, 1〉
−i sinG1t11|g〉|2, 0〉), (22)
Then let the qubit resonantly interact with the NVEs 2 through another shift pulse, after an interaction time t22,
which satisfies cos
√
2G2t
2
2 = 0, the system is in the state
|ψ(t22)〉 = −i[|g〉 ⊗ (cosG1t11|0, 2〉+ sinG1t11|2, 0〉)], (23)
Repeating the process N times, and choosing a suitable interaction time (cos
√
NG1t
N
1 = sin
√
N − 1G1tN1 = 0 and
cos
√
NG2t
N
2 = 0), the system state will collapse onto the state
|ψ(tN2 )〉 = −
1√
2
[|g〉 ⊗ (|0, n〉+ |n, 0〉)], (24)
here we assume that cosG1t
1
1 = sinG1t
1
1 = 1/
√
2 and discard the phase factor. Then the collective NVEs spins are in
the multi-particle NOON state, and the control qubit is in the ground state. From the processes above, NOON state
can be produced by transferring amplitude along certain paths in the Fock-state diagram in Fig. 4. This sequence
requires a linear number of operations. The corresponding interaction time is given by
tNooN = (2N − 1) pi
Ωs
+
pi
(G1 +G2)
N∑
j=1
1√
j
, (25)
B. Multi-dimensional Entangled States of NVEs
The multi-dimensional entangled states are described as
|ψ〉 = 1√
N + 1
N∑
k=0
|k, k〉. (26)
Compared with low-dimensional entanglement, high-dimensional entanglement, i.e., entangled qudits (the dimension
d ≥ 3), has been proved to be stronger in the violations of local realism [33, 34], and more resilience to error than
two-dimensional systems [35]. Besides, quantum cryptographic protocols where qubits are replaced by qudits not
only include higher information density coding [36], but also realize the schemes faster[37]. Bell inequalities and
time-energy degree of freedom for multipartite qudits have been studied [38, 39]. The application of qudits offers
interesting alternatives. For example, they allow the reduction of elementary gates and the number of physical
9information carriers. Recently, some theoretical schemes have been proposed for implementing three-dimensional
atomic entangled state in cavity QED systems [40–43]. For instance, based on quantum Zeno dynamics, Shen et
al. [44] have proposed a scheme to generate a four-dimensional entangled state between two atoms trapped in two
separate uterine cavities.
Now, we will show how to produce high-dimensional entangled states of NVEs based on the physical model above.
The two NVEs collective modes are initially prepared in vacuum states and the control qubit is initially prepared
in the excited state |e〉. Then, a controllable ”shift” pulse is applied to satisfy the resonant interaction between the
control qubit and NVEs 1, while the NVEs 2 is not affected during the interaction for the large detuning. After an
interaction time t11, R takes effect, i.e. |e〉 → |g〉 and |g〉 → |e〉. Then another controllable ”shift” pulse is applied to
satisfy the resonant interaction between the control qubit and NVEs 2, while the NVEs 1 is large detuning from the
control qubit. Choosing an interaction time t12, the system evolves into the state
|ψ(t)〉 = cosG1t11|g, 0, 0〉
−i sinG1t11(cosG2t12|e, 1, 0〉 − i sinG2t12|g, 1, 1〉). (27)
Choosing the interaction time t11, t
1
2 to satisfy cosG1t
1
1 =
√
2/2 and cosG2t
1
2 = 0, the system state can be reduced to
|ψ(t)〉 =
√
2
2
[|g〉 ⊗ (|0, 0〉+ |1, 1〉)]. (28)
The control qubit is in the ground state and the two NVES are in the two-dimensional entangled states.
The second step, we use a Rabi pulse to realize a single qubit rotation, i.e. |g〉 → |e〉. Implementing the process
above once again, after an interaction time t21 and t
2
2, the system evolves into the state
|ψ(t)〉 =
√
2
2
[cosG1t
2
1|g, 0, 0〉
−i sinG1t21(cosG2t22|e, 1, 0〉 − i sinG2t22|g, 1, 1〉)
+ cos
√
2G1t
2
1(cosG2t
2
2|g, 1, 1〉 − i sinG2t22|e, 1, 0〉)
−i sin
√
2G1t
2
1(cos
√
2G2t
2
2|e, 2, 1〉 − i sin
√
2G2t
2
2|g, 2, 2〉)].
The interaction time t21 and t
2
2 are chosen to be satisfied sinG1t
2
1 cosG2t
2
2+cos
√
2G1t
2
1 sinG2t
2
2 = 0 and cos
√
2G2t
2
2 = 0.
Then the system state can be reduced to
|ψ(t)〉 = |g〉 ⊗ (c00|0, 0〉+ c11|1, 1〉+ c22|2, 2〉), (29)
where the control qubit is in the ground state and the two NVEs are in the three-dimensional entangled states.
Repeating the process N times, discarding the phase factor and choosing a suitable interaction time each time, the
NVEs states will collapse onto the N-dimensional entangled states.
C. Entangled Coherent States of NVEs
Entangled coherent state was introduced by Sanders [45]. He proposed a scheme of using a nonlinear M-Z interfer-
ometer to realize the superpositions of a coherent state and a vacuum state [46]. Soon the production of entangled
coherent state were experimentally realized based on cavity QED system [47]. They used one atom traversing two
cavities and post-selecting on atomic measurement. Entangled coherent states have been employed in quantum tele-
portation tasks [48–50], which has been used as the entangled resource state employed to affect the teleportation or
as the state being teleported.
We consider a transmon qubit coupled to the collective exciton modes of two NVEs with different frequencies. In
the strong coupling regime G≫ κ, where dissipation can be neglected, we can define the Hamiltonian for the system
H = H0 +Hint,
H0 = δ1b
+
1 b1 + δ2b
+
2 b2 +Ωs(t)σeg +Ω
∗
s(t)σge,
Hint = G1(σgeb
+
1 + σegb1) +G2(σgeb
+
2 + σegb2). (30)
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In the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian changes to
H
′
int =
1
2
(|+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|+ ei2Ωst|+〉〈−|+ e−i2Ωst|−〉〈+|)
×(G1b1e−iδ1t +G2b2e−iδ2t) +H.c. (31)
Where the dressed states |±〉 = (|g〉 ± |e〉)/√2 are the eigenstates of σx = σeg + σge with the eigenvalues ±1,
respectively. In the strong driving limit Ωs >> {δ,G}, we can realize a rotating-wave approximation and neglect the
terms that oscillate fast. The effective Hamiltonian can be written as [51]
H
′
eff =
σx
2
(G1b1e
−iδ1t +G2b2e
−iδ2t) +H.c. (32)
If the two NVEs collective modes are prepared in the vacuum states and the qubit is prepared in the ground state
|g〉. The initial state of the system is |g〉|0〉|0〉 = (|+〉+ |−〉)|0〉|0〉/√2, and the system at time t will be
|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2
(|+〉|α〉|β〉 + |−〉| − α〉| − β〉) (33)
with α = G1(e
iδ1t − 1)/2δ1, β = G2(eiδ2t − 1)/2δ2. Taking a measurement of the control qubit will produce even or
odd coherent state of two NVEs.
IV. DISCUSSION
Now we investigate the fidelity of the arbitrary state of two NVEs. As an example, the initial state is considered
to be |Ψ(0)〉 = |e〉|0〉c(|10〉 + |10〉)NVE/
√
2. Turing on G1 for t1 = pi/4G1, then applying a laser to realize a state-
selective qubit rotation, finally turning on G2 for t2 = pi/4G2, we get a final system state |Ψ(t)〉. The fidelity [52] of
the prepared states is given by
Ftotal =
∏
n1
∏
n2
Fn1,n2 , (34)
and
Fn1 = (Tr[(
√
ρ0ρ
√
ρ0)
1/2])2 t ∈ t1,
Fn2 = (Tr[(
√
ρ
′
0ρ
′
√
ρ
′
0)
1/2])2 t ∈ t2, (35)
where ρ0 (ρ
′
0) and ρ (ρ
′
) correspond to the density matrix of initial and final state in different steps. We plot the
fidelity as functions of the frequency of microwave and the detuning between cavity and NVEs, with considering no
decay for cavity and collective spin modes. The result of numerical simulation shows that the fidelity keeps being
high values (≥ 0.995) when the scaled frequency Ω/G is evaluated within the domain [0.25, 2], as shown in Fig. 6(a).
What’s more, the optimal fidelity of entangled states is almost unaffected when the fluctuation of the Rabi frequency
of the classical field becomes large, which will reduce the difficulty in the experiment. The fidelity is larger than 0.95
when ∆/G ≥ 60, and the fidelity keeps being high values (≥ 0.992) when the scaled ∆/G ≥ 100, as is shown in Fig.
6(b). In a specific range, the larger the detuning is, the higher the fidelity is, the result show the numerical simulation
is in good agreement with the physical model above. The large detuning prolongs the evolution time will lead to the
worse impacts of decoherence. It would be interesting to perform a numerical analysis taking into account the decay
of collective spin mode, the spontaneous emission of superconducting qubit, and cavity losses. The master equation
of the whole system can be expressed by
dρ
dt
= −i [H, ρ] + κ
2
(2aρa+ − a+aρ− ρa+a)
+
γs
2
∑
j=1,2
(2bjρb
+
j − b+j bjρ− ρb+j bj)
+
γq
2
(2σgeρσeg − σegσgeρ− ρσegσge), (36)
where κ, γs, and γq denote the effective decay rate of the cavity, collective spin mode and transmon qubit. For
simplicity, here, we assume γs = γq = γ, and consider the same initial state, the same parameters as those in Fig.6.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The fidelity of an arbitrary state of two NVEs versus the experiment parameters. Here, we consider an
initial state |e〉|0〉c(|10〉+ |10〉)NV E/
√
2, and no decay for cavity and collective spin modes. The parameters are G1 = G2 = G,
gm = gc/
√
N , gc = 10G, N ∼ 1012 and (a) the scaled Rabi frequency 0.25 ≤ Ω/G ≤ 2 and ∆ = 100G (b) the scaled detuning
40 ≤ ∆/G ≤ 140 and Ω = G.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The fidelity of an arbitrary state of two NVEs versus the scaled decay rates κ/G and γ/G. Here, we
consider an initial state |e〉|0〉c(|10〉+ |10〉)NV E/
√
2, and the other parameters γs = γq = γ, G1 = G2 = G, ∆/G = 100, Ω = G,
gm = gc/
√
N , gc = 10G, N ∼ 1012.
By solving the master equation numerically, we obtain the relation of the fidelity versus the scaled ratio γ/G and κ/G
with ∆/G = 100 in Fig. 7. We see that the collective spin mode decay dominates the reduction of fidelity, while the
decay rates of the cavity influence the fidelity slightly, which can be understood by the virtual excitation of the cavity
field mode. If we choose ∆/G = 200, we can improve the fidelity, while the interaction time needed will be longer.
In order to bridge the difference in frequency between qubit and NVEs, the SCM cavity frequency ωc can be tuned
on a nanosecond time scale by applying current pulses through an on-chip flux line, inducing a magnetic flux through
a SQUID embedded in the cavity [53]. ωc is varied in order to transfer coherently quantum information between qubit
and NVEs. Single qubit rotation and flux pulses placing NVEs and cavity in and out resonance have been realized
in a hybrid quantum circuit system [26]. Qubit state readout is performed by measuring the phase of a microwave
pulse reflected on the nonlinear resonator, which depends on the qubit state; the probability Pe to find the qubit in
|e〉 is then determined by repeating ∼ 104 times the same experimental sequence. In this scheme, we have ignored
the phase factors that arise when adding the different shift pulse. These phases can be corrected by including brief
pauses between the Rabi and shift pulses [54], and these do not significantly affect the time evolution during the whole
process.
To satisfy the requirement of the physical model, we choose a collective spin coupling strength
√
Ngm = 2pi×10MHz
for an ensemble of N ∼ 1012 spins, which is consistent with experimentally observed value [26]. In our case, we choose
the microwave and optical detuning ∆ ∼ 2pi × 100MHz, and the Rabi frequency of driving field Ω ∼ 2pi × 10MHz.
Then we obtain the effective coupling strength G =
√
Ngmgc/∆ ∼ 2pi× 1MHz [55]. We set a decay rate of microwave
superconducting cavity κ ∼ 2pi × 10kHz [55] and collective spin decay rate of NVE γs ∼ 2pi × 10kHz [56]. The
inhomogeneous broadening caused by nitrogen electronic spins or a 13C spin bath maybe affect the desphasing time
(T2) of NV center. While, we can reduce the impact by narrowing of the nuclear field distribution or the spin-echo
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techniques, which will prolong the desphasing time from T ∗2 to T2 [57, 58]. By tuning the transmon qubit or the
cavity to produce a large detuning of the NVEs transitions or transmon qubit from the cavity, the decoherence of
the NVEs-qubit system will be reduced by ∼ 106 [8]. The total preparing time of the arbitrary state of two NVEs
is associated with the coupling strength Gi in accord to the Eq. (13). Because of G =
√
Ngmgc/∆, we emphasize
that the growth of the number of NV centers in each spin ensemble could greatly reduce the operation time. In
this scheme, we assume |Ωs| < λ to avoid nonresonant transitions, where λ = G2/(ωz(t) − ωb). According to the
parameters λ = 50G and |Ωs| = 5G, the generation of an arbitrary state of two NVEs as the case above will take
only 450ns. The time compares quite favorably to the coherence time of the superconducting qubit, which is now
about 10− 100µs[55]. What’s more, the implement time is also shorter than the coherence time of NVE [59]. So it is
possible to efficiently manipulate and measure the entangled states of NVEs in experiments.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown how to realize the J-C model with collective NVE spin modes. With the help of shift
microwave pulses, a tunable qubit alternately resonant interacts with two NVEs, which are coupled to a supercon-
ducting cavity. The model provides a possibility for engineering arbitrary entangled states of two distant NVEs. The
coupling between the qubit and the NVEs is induced by the non-resonant cavity mode, which is always in the vacuum
state. Thus, the evolution of the system is insensitive to cavity decay. The idea can also be used for the preparation
of NOON states, N-dimensional entangled states and coherent states of two NVEs. What’s more, the scheme can be
applied to more NVEs and opens up a way to implement quantum information processing with NVEs-circuit cavity
system.
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